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Petition for the Recovery of a Bitter Heart
I will not sing for you. There will be no more songs made in my dead man’s
room, the thick blinds drawn to banish daylight, my voice and guitar together
a melting sop.
The tongue twists but is a neutered, wordless muscle. You have never heard my
voice. What I speak falls from you like dead petals. I must be okay with this.
I descend in flames, somber from the deadness of falling, your face’s false
pattern the flung arrow and the struck flint—strange beauty that has always
countered me.
I will not cry, weep, scratch, claw, pull, tug, or practice any other manner of
beggary that would suggest I need you back.
All memories are ashes. We were a torch passing deeper into the darkness, a
budding star in the blackness, a consumptive One. By cessation of burning there
remain no memories to make ash, no more ashes to amass but what remains
heaped in little piles like the sagging turrets of sand castles.
I must not be so melodramatic.
I will not be self-denigrating or otherwise devise any system of darkness that
will again result in you as my personal Jesus.
Your words, I must understand, are poison and that even the slightest hint of
interest on your part is in fact an attempt to have complete control, an assurance
that everything is “okay” between you and me. You hate for anyone to hate
you, even when you have caused reason. You must always keep peace, but only
for your peace of mind.
There is the conquerer and the confused, and we have played both roles for
each other.
I must be calm and forgiving and then I must know what I am and what I have
done. I must not perpetuate injustice, and yet my hatred presides.
I will be your haunting ghost.
I will be your regret.
I will try to love you despite everything.
Signature: .............................................
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Inside here, another’s words for what you feel...

						

							

On this predicate:
cardinal wings
touched off by light,
the sentence we made—
ourselves making
the same, sweet song that
together we could sleep,
tempered artifact
between ash and debris.
For now our separation:
bronzed lions on the landing
observe every degree
between antecedents.
We have turned from
the particular once
whispered in the dark
and now the cold,
immobile haunches
as one by one
we are preparing
to go.
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Nathan E. White
Charter

						

Ruth Foley
Shore

Stand a minute, the pulling-under of the waves
receding, sand piling over your toes, then your feet,
anchoring you but taking you under, an intrepid
but hapless explorer in that old jungle movie
we watched the day it rained, the one who sank
and sank until just his helmet rested on the surface
of the quicksand, and then his fear-pale hand
splashed up and pulled it down with him.
Perhaps it is a little like that, this clam you are
becoming—the pearled damp flesh, the tiny
tube for breath, the shore caving in above you,
the intrusion of the baffling sun eclipsed, a child
running above you then stopping to dig a while
at a watery hole to the other side of the world.
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Peycho Kanev
Small Revenge

I don’t care about the metrics, the iambus
and the rhymes—I have read the classics and then
I’ve put them back on their dusty shelves:
we write about something that comes from the guts
and the nails as the flowers outside
explode…
The poetry, can I say that I don’t care?
I prefer to drink alone in this room in front of
one candle
as the shadows in the corners sit and show us
their ugly faces;
ah, I know that the words are greater than we thought
and we will fall in their holes,
we will spill ourselves like ink upon Chaucer’s paper:
let me be myself while I read the classics,
let me be afraid in airplanes,
let me be bored in churches,
let me be silent before the tigers in my blood:
these words are too tough for us to misspend them
just like the big boys during their time.
The rivers are flowing through me
and I burn like a matchstick lighted by the words
of all Shakespeares …
And today I am closer to insanity,
I am watching the black birds on the wires,
waiting for our degradation,
for our small defeat while we walk upon the land of
Dylan and Frost, especially on the thin ice
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of Frost…
…find me one small torch,
not too big, just big enough to set this night on fire
and I can hear outside the young girls laugh,
never heard about the hunger of Villon or the madness of Pound,
please feed me so well and I’ll never again use their words,
let me find a little warmth,
allow me to find my sunflowers
shaking in the wind
and under the sun
and the God of the Word not Death.
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Marit Ericson
For Awhile

When you left I lost
my thin swagger: a tin dragon
caught in the rafters
like a starling skeleton
Hope gave up like a weighted
cloud & the loud silence
of your absence unfurled
into a river of hard water
How lovely to meet you
said the wool over my eyes
as seagulls wafted by
like feathered postcards
No danger loomed
in the Indian summer backcloth
or in the backlot
of love without romance
When you left I lost
your long-fingered touch
before it could be felt
& a close friend
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& the world remained
legitimately mysterious for a while

David Linebarger
Bed of Light

I read a book while you sleep.
It describes the self of others.
A worker’s eyes swim in molten steel.
A woman walks by with a hoe.
I climb the height of my own awareness.
No one knows where the ladder ends.
A wall of candles forms between us.
Another life burns at the sound of a match.
A blossom pauses to bear the weight
of a single life downstream
in the mind of Abelard, Aquinas,
the intellect singing its ABCs
in another time, another place,
where I reach for your arms . . .
The moonlight tugs at my hands,
touches your ribs in a bed of light.
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Devon Miller-Duggan
The Death List

Of course it began in your groin—
the worst hungers always did:
my mother for whom you always hungered,
but could never swallow,
the women who left you gifts (one filled your office with
hundreds of Oh, Henry! bars),
my sister, an accident 15 years into the failure,
and me, got early and in hope beneath the Texas skies,
doomed to fight you to the death.
Well, I have fought you to the death.
You felt the soldiers’-helmet lumps beneath your skin
and then ignored them for years.
Your best friend speaks of that as if, of course, I knew,
and shakes his head. I leave him thinking you’d have
said a thing to me. I know
it took you from the dark center out—chaos of cells—
it staggered through your body to your brain.
It found your lungs and set itself against your wind,
through system after system, like pinball.
It carved its name onto your pancreas.
Then you said you’d be just fine
without me seeing you again.
Then you closed your big fist
hard around my hand
and told me to let go.
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Eleanor Bennett
Old Collections
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The trail to Quivira parts fabled
rivers where bluestem and switchgrass
yawn early in wet winters, without
much guidance from the sun.
I salve aloe into deep cuts, and suture
fevers onto windy dreams easting
across the Great North Bend.
Range fires gloat, then hush.
The moon suits up in butterfly weed
orange, but turns ashen above the knoll
where Coronado’s horse sparked flint
rock, and enflamed the hills.
In time, dust settles onto sand plum
roots, and we cellar the little red fruits
in mason jars. The prairie gathers baskets
full of loaves and fishes for wolf
and coyote fangs.
I pause to place coins on weary eyes
no longer witnessing horizons, and crisscross two arms at rest beneath one stone.
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Kevin Heaton
The Country Doctor

						

Rich Ives
Dick Tracy Cap Pistol, South Dakota, 1959

Where I grew up, conversation would seem to be
the only relief from landscape. You could follow
phone lines, sagging just enough to seem human,
except they were everywhere, and we were not.
You’d figure some important things got carried
across, field to field, but mostly they didn’t.
Aunt Elizabeth was glad to hear from you, for example,
and the Junior High bake sale a week ago Tuesday
was a modest success, and Sunday the children slept
right through the sermon on the earth’s great bounty
and Reverend Smith farted loudly and never even
missed a beat and then spoke even more seriously
in case anybody was left listening, but outside,
we were the ones listening, and we told each other again
what we already knew, and we secretly marveled over
the gossipy meadowlarks, the ring-necked pheasants
living three wives to a family right there in our midst,
and the Hutterites living self-sufficiently like communists
in the very next county. Our own busy-ness became
everybody’s and almost kept us from following ourselves
into the indifferent landscape. We thought it would, but
for such a long time it seemed a week in Disneyland
and a fishing trip to Canada were enough away to keep us
from getting lost in the party-line hum hung up along
the gravel roads, but you had to memorize everything
out of place, everything small enough to arrest you.
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David MacAleavey
News bite

Equal is fraught. Alternatively, equal is or is not fraught. I’m trying to be better than I was, better than you thought I would be, better than you. If I tie
you I may or may not be your equal. I wouldn’t mind giving you a vote the
size of my vote if we were equals. No one can judge which of us is better at
being human, but that doesn’t mean we are equally human. In every sense.
The Alps are other than the Rockies. From a lowland lookout, the Appalachians are mountains. We can’t measure how joyful our nights are, how rich
our dreams, though I concede your bank book surely is larger than mine,
even when, especially when, a few million don’t go as far as they used to, at
least in Silicon Valley, according to the Post. Or yours may be smaller. They
squeeze it out of you, one way or another.
I’m feeling more anthropomorphic by the minute.
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David Linebarger
Dream

Pushed down the slide of history,
tethered to the past by a braid of silk.
Blood of an antelope,
cold doctor stethoscope.
Seventeen abortions
peer in through the window.
Off to the side
a pig and its trough of memory.
Fingers buried in the snow,
miniature red mittens.
Vermeer lifts his brush:
Rosary beads in her hands.
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Travis Schwab
Today
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C. Joseph Jordan
And Now I Come to You in Glory

Dear Glen,
Everywhere I go lately people ask me where I’m from. I was at this party last
night—that’s where I was before I came over, in case you were wondering—
and I must have been asked that question by five different people. In New
York, it’s the second question people ask, right after, What do you do? When
one answers, as I must as of last Friday, that what one does is nothing, they
look at you crossways, as though it’s just possible that your soul escaped your
life along with your job, and then, searching to locate your identity somewhere,
anywhere, they ask where you’re from. And what if I was from here? What
would I say then? Or—well, I began to worry, you see, that I was so obviously
not from around these parts, so distinctly other, that the old agita began to set
in, the one I used to feel in high school before I had come out to anybody yet.
A bad feeling, one I thought I’d left behind fifteen years ago. But of course,
nobody is actually from here. Not in Brooklyn. Not at a party like the one I was
at last night, where everybody’s a waiter or a secretary but is really an actor or a
comedian or a poet. We’re all from Pittsburgh, from Cleveland, from Boise or
Louisville or Omaha. I think I was the only one whose day job—the job I lost
last week—was his real job; I was not, however, the only one far from home. I
did tot up the miles, though—it’s a thousand from Grosse Point to New York
by car, though fewer if you can fly. I think the person furthest from home was
that girl Maddie, who’s from London. She’s studying at Tisch. Maybe you met
her. Maybe you were sleeping with the same professor. Maybe she turned you
straight—she is quite beautiful, and I know how you’ve always had that thing
for accents.
I was thinking about all that while I was waiting for you to answer the phone.
This would have been about eight hours before the incident, I think; I suppose you should check your missed calls and find out. I have been good about
not calling too much, haven’t I? At least until last night? I plead drunk dialing
on that front. I was at Robin and Luke’s and I kept getting asked where I was
from, and the only cure for the loneliness and upset that question provoked
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in me was to drink. Before the party even started, we were all standing around
that fire pit they have in their back yard, and Luke was fussing about endlessly
the way he does, prodding the fire, accounting for the sausages, trying to stop
and entertain each person individually, and Robin was having the damnedest
time lighting the Tiki torches, which were meant to keep the mosquitoes away,
and Luke’s brother came up to me and asked me right off where I was from,
first question, not even bothering with What do you do?, I guess because Luke
probably told him about the whole job thing. He asked it in the kind of way
that made it clear he was hitting on me a little bit, which I was a little grossed
out by, because I didn’t even know his name. I think I said, “Here and there,”
which I meant to shut down conversation but he took as flirty banter. He was
considerably shorter than me, but within a few minutes he had me backed up
against the chain-link fence, and I could feel the rust rubbing off against my
shirt. That’s when I decdided to get drunk. What I mean is that, as a practical
matter, it was the only way I could think of to escape this conversation—but
I don’t deny that there was more to it than that. I don’t deny that I’ve been
unhappy. Probably have been for a while. You’d probably know better than me
about that.
After about three beers is when I called you the first time. I was standing
by the cooler, sweating like I do all summer, and I just felt like I could solve
all these problems if I could talk to you. What do you do? I love Glen. Where
are you from? Wherever Glen is. And I could have done what I always do at
parties, particularly ones like this one, which is put you out in front of me
and let you snap on that light you have, so I can drift in your shadows and
let people’s eyes slide over me on their way to you. Isn’t he the one who went
to Harvard Business? Doesn’t he work at some bank? Why do you suppose
he’s here? I guess he’s with Glen. I could have been there with Glen, if only
you’d answered the phone and let me talk. I don’t know what I was going to
say. But I was so sure that I could get you to come. When you didn’t answer,
my mind started wheeling through the possibilities. You were in a drag club,
hitting on the big queens I always thought you liked. You were toasting your
love of my absence with some of the girls from the costume department. You
were tearfully watching reruns of Psych, unaware of your phone buzzing in the
bedroom. If only you would pick up!
People began smoking pot. Did you know that they say the olfactory sense,
underdeveloped though it is in humans, is the greatest trigger of memory? I
believe it. All at once, and quite vividly, I remembered the time some months
ago when I came into the bathroom one morning to shave and you were asleep
in a tub of lukewarm water. Your hair bloomed around you like a blond water26

lilly, and a fine skin of pot ash drifted on the water. I believe a copy of Kiss of
the Spider Woman had sunk, bloated and ruined, between your legs. When I said
your name, you cried out as though I had run ice down your spine. The rest
of the day, your body was as tender and creased as an old man’s. I remember
you said, Oh, Isaac, I’m afraid my cock’s going to fall off! And I had to prove
it wouldn’t by sucking on it. I remember that bathroom smelled of potsmoke
for two days afterward.
I want to try to explain. I’d like to believe it’s what I meant to do when we
got on that G train toward Park Slope, that it only changed once we got there
and I drank in the fullness of my exile, but we both know that’s not true. But
now, in the hot light of morning, I do think an explanation is warranted. Or
the story, at least, though I don’t know if it’s to make me feel better or you feel
better. Probably me. It’ll probably make you feel worse, if you ever read this.
Do you know, I can’t decide which I think. I suppose you shall find out. I, on
the other hand, will have only the workings of my imagination, variegated and
kalideoscoped though they doubtless will be.
It begins on Friday morning. Wait—it begins years ago, when we first began
dating, and I remember we had a conversation in that incredibly loud fauxCajun bar on First Avenue that you used to drag me to, in which you let it slip
that you were seeing other people. I guess that’s the New York thing to do, go
on dates with four different guys in a week, be honest about it, not commit to
anything until you’re sure. But I didn’t like it. I knew you could tell I didn’t like
it, which made me feel small and dumb, which I hated, have always hated, still
hate. I can hear your voice going, Oh gawd, Isaac, you’re tall and smart and rich
and why are you such a pussy? I could hear it even then, and we’d only known
each other a couple of months. So I said I was seeing somebody else, too, just
to see how you’d react. I remember you tensed your shoulders a bit and let
out a meek sound, Oh!, by which I knew you didn’t care for it, either. But I
couldn’t let it go, not then. It was the only power I had. For another month, I
continued to “date” this other man, who I decided was a Dominican sous chef
named Eduardo, until you broke it off with your other boyfriends and said
you thought we should be exclusive. Then I had to dispose of Eduardo. I was
sad to see him go. I had come to like the idea of him, and I’m ashamed to say
that I liked the way in which I could wield him in your direction like a sword,
puncture your sheen of actorly, Tischy, New Yorky cool that I’ve never been
able to approximate myself. God, that was what, five years ago? You’d think
I’d be over it. But I’m not. And I’m still not, and I’m still not, and I’m still not.
So, last Friday. If you had just listened to me, instead of freaking out, you
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would know all of this, by the way. On Friday I showed up on our floor at
work to find people milling about more than was usual, which I found odd
because (as you would remember if you were ever up before ten) I was late
and the markets would be open soon. I remember walking by the break room
and a bunch of people were in there, heads together, whispering. These people
worked for me. When they saw me, they gave me the kinds of looks that made
me worry I had done something horrible: forwarded a profanity-laced email
about their incompetence to my whole address book, caused them to miss the
birthdays of their mothers or boyfriends, taken the last of the coffee and forgotten to refill it, something like that. The joys of middle management: you’re
just powerful enough to be hated, but not important enough (as it turns out)
to know why.
When I got to my office, Marysia wasn’t at her desk. In the two years since
I was promoted to VP, I have never once arrived at to find anything other
than Marysia sitting at her desk, sleeves pulled down to her wrists to cover
her tattoos, dilligently tapping away at some spreadsheet or email that I could
probably do myself if I wasn’t so important and well-paid. This time, however,
it was empty, at least until a little man with black hair and the most incredible
set of eyebrows—seriously, there’s probably a culture somewhere in the South
Pacific that worships these eybrows as gods, that’s how very nearly numinous
they were in their size and shape—arrived and stepped on her chair, and I said,
“Excuse me?”
“Got an announcement to make.”
He had a knotty Scottish accent, and he was so short that even standing on
Marysia’s chair he wasn’t really any taller than me. He clearly noticed, because
he stepped after a moment from the chair to the desk.
“Listen up, the lot of ya!” he shouted. Voices dropped. Faces turned like
moons going rapidly through their phases, until all were full on us.
“I’m Mr Brown!” the little Scotsman bellowed. “You lot have run this bank
into the ground!” General mumbling. Mr Brown ignored it. “Don’t pretend ya
don’t know it. Now. Ya’ve been bought. Most of ya are fired. Those who are
not, yer new employer is—” He named a Hong Kong-based bank that you
never will have heard of. If Asia weren’t my alleged area of expertise, I never
would have, either.
He continued: “Two emails have been sent to all employees. If ya received
the one that begins with the words, ‘It is with excitement that we announce,’
come to this office behind me.” He pointed to my door. They’d come in the
night and erased my name from its window. “If ya received the one that begins,
‘It is with pleasure that we inform,’ yis have one hour to fuck off. Don’t ask
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me questions, I don’t have answers. Ya will all deal with H.R. from now on.”
Mr Brown jumped to the ground, looked up at me with an expression that
seemed to indicate that I smelled rather like human excreta, and said, “Ya got
the fuck-off one, lad.” Then he disappeared into my office, leaving me to bask
in the collective schadenfreude of my employees.
So things had not gone well, even by the standards of those who have been
laid off. Usually, you see, a couple of bland gentlemen—it’s nearly always men,
I think because men hate to be fired by women, but women seem to have no
equivalent bias—will come in and spend an afternoon very gently explaining
that it’s not you, it’s just the market, the circumstances, that you’ll land on your
feet, that there’s an 800-number you can call if you have questions about your
severance, that there are counselors, that they have the numbers of a variety of
psychiatrists, psychologists, and psychoanalysts that you might be interested in,
et cetera. I know this, because I used to be one of those men. But on Friday,
an angry man from another country invaded our office, fired nearly everybody
in five brief sentences, and told me to fuck off. I was too shocked to be angry.
Now, more than a week later, I still am. But you know me. I don’t often get
angry. I believe that’s why they used to have me fire people.
A great pack of us found ourselves outside on the street not sixty minutes
later, a tropical sort of mist settling on our suitcoats, a coarse city grime collecting on our patent-leather shoes, our family photos and coffee mugs in file
boxes in our hands. I didn’t know what to do. I’m trying to remember, and I’m
fairly certain I hadn’t been off work at nine o’clock on a weekday morning
since my first summer in the city, that glorious summer when I came here with
a freshly-minted MBA and no plan except to be on vacation for three whole
months, after which I would take a job and begin to make my fortune, the kind
of non-plan that only works for the very fortunate, for the graduates of Harvard, for the sons of millionaires: for people like me. That was the summer I
met Robin. In her capacity as assistant producer of a storytelling event, it was
her job to stand on the stage as the crowd gathered before the show, and to
stand there again at intermissions, guarding the equipment. I fell in love with
her on sight, in the way that only a gay boy can fall for a straight girl: I loved her
pint-sized fury, the way she tried to project the potential for dangerous action
from her slim shoulders, her skinny legs, her thin arms crossed over her chest,
the way she frowned and grew monosyllabic when people, especially men,
came to pester her. I befriended her in the most aggressive and embarassing
way, swooping in at each of these events, standing by the stage at every opportunity and chatting her up incessantly, until, by degrees, she seemed to assent
to my friendship: first she asked me where I was from, then she was impressed
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by my education, then she told me she was from Philadelphia, and finally, after
maybe six weeks, she invited me to come out with her after the show and have
a drink. I believe what tipped the scales in my favor was when I remembered to
mention that I was gay. When I did that, her wariness collapsed, and soon we
were tearing about town, the elfin black-haired girl and her spindly blonde fake
boyfriend, drinking at all the silliest gay bars, shoplifting from all the ritziest
West Village organic markets, singing karaoke at all the most crowded Japanese
clubs on St Marks. I remember thinking then that, though Grosse Pointe was
my home and always would be, now that I’d found Robin, my life was in New
York. Oh, how I have wished in the last few days that I had never had that
thought.
And now here I was, alone in a crowd of people just like me, lost and confused. People had begun to filter onto the subways—nobody seemed to feel
that taking a cab was appropriate, given the circumstances—when I felt strong
girl’s hands on my elbow. I looked down, not fully returned from reverie, expecting to see Robin. Instead, there was the much taller, much blonder Marysia. She had removed her black turtleneck and skirt, and replaced them with a
yellow, paint-stained t-shirt and a pair of fraying jeans. She steered me across
Lexington, into one of those overpriced bars that cater mostly to tourists trying to find the Mad Men building (oh, the looks of disappointment when you
explain that it’s filmed in Los Angeles), plunked me in a booth, disappeared,
and then returned with two martinis. I remember thinking that it was too early
for a drink, and then thinking, But I’m too young to get laid off, so what the
fuck. Remember those words: What the fuck. I thought them many times over
the course of that day.
“So,” she said. “What’s the plan?”
“I’m sorry? The plan?”
“You knew this was coming. Wherever you go next, I want you to take me.
I need this job.”
“This job? Mo, my dear,” for I called her Mo, having always had trouble
with Marysia, “There is no ‘this job.’ There are only other jobs. Jobs we shall
both have to find.”
I could see her calculations altering, the constant—Isaac, my boss—changing, the variables being thrown out of whack. She flushed, and her hair, which
fell loose against her shoulders, seemed almost white in contrast to their color.
I realized for the first time that a very pale person pinks up all over her body
when she blushes. Marysia had overestimated me, I fear. I was younger, and
less in control, than she had realized. Or—maybe that’s not quite right. I suspect that she had believed I was in control because I was young, because they
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made me a VP at the age of thirty. And now it was dawning on her that I was
not much more than a kid who had been given a very nice toy, and broken it.
Her gaze dropped to the table.
“How old are you?” I said.
She turned her eyes up to me now, and they were very blue, and full of
some mysterious feeling.
“I lost out on a grant last week,” she said. “I might have to go home now.”
“Where’s home?”
“Montana.” The middle syllable fell from her lips like a terrible curse.
“I hear it’s beautiful there.”
“I’m twenty-five, Isaac. I’m twenty-five, and I may have to move in with my
parents in Missoula, Montana.”
“You’ll be fine.”
“If you say so.”
She drained her drink, went back up to bar, and returned with two more. We
drank these in silence, and then, because it seemed like the thing to do, had a
third, at which point the loss of our jobs, and the total impossibility of finding
new ones nearly as good, started to feel less like a death in the family and more
like an old joke that still, for some reason, had the ability to provoke laughter.
We told the story of our firing as if it was something very funny that had happened to us in college. Marysia did an impression of Mr Brown which, though
not accurate, was quite hilarious, and then she informed me that I was paying
for the drinks, and then, when I said I didn’t know what to do with myself for
the next six hours, she said I should come to her apartment in Greenpoint and
look at her paintings, seeing as how they might be the last paintings she ever
had the heart to do.
And then came the part that I set out to explain, but which I find I still can’t,
exactly. Her apartment was a strange place, situated in what had once been a
warehouse. It had concrete floors and a massive skylight and no air conditioning, so it was well over ninety degrees inside, and when we got there, she simply
stripped down to her underwear, as though that was what one did when bringing home guests. Though there was evidence of roommates—men’s clothes in
a hamper, a closed door at the far end of the main room—she seemed totally
unencumbered by inhibition or worry. It thrilled me a little. I can tell you in a
sort of objective, disinterested kind of way that she was quite shapely, though I
assume you don’t wish to hear these things. I discovered that the roses tattooed
on her forearms snaked all the way up her shoulders and joined a thorny bush
that bloomed on her back. She offered me a beer, which sounded pretty good,
and then she proposed that we blow some of the coke she had stashed under
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a potted cactus in her bedroom, and that also sounded pretty good, and then
she suggested that perhaps, seeing as how we were unlikely to see each other
ever again and were both badly in need of a little good feeling, we should fuck.
Do you remember, all those years ago, when you asked me when I knew
I was gay and I said, Well, I came bawling out of my mother’s vagina, looked
behind me and said, “I’m never going back up one of those again?” First, I
must confess that I stole that line, I believe from the memoir of an English
actor. Second, I must also confess—though I suspect you always knew, otherwise you would never have asked—that it isn’t entirely true. I had slept with
women before that afternoon. Rather, I had slept with one, and she was a girl,
not a woman. It was many years ago, and we were slightly tipsy, and it was
prom night, and we lay together in her pink-blanketed bed, surrounded by her
stuffed animal collection. I didn’t love it. And yet—and yet. It was not the last
time I considered the possibility. Obviously, given that I found myself naked
with my assistant, all the equipment functioning as it was supposed to, much
to my surprise.
One wonders why. I said before it was because of Eduardo, my pretend
lover from years ago, and I believe that’s true. I should also say that I thought,
in the tiniest, guiltiest, silliest part of my brain, that the very fact that she was
a woman would mean you wouldn’t care. You didn’t want me with other men,
but a woman, to whom I could never feel any attchment, with whom I could
never fall in love—surely that would be different, no? Imagine my shock when
I weepingly confessed to all, ashamed more than anything of losing my job,
and your response was, How could you fuck a GIRL? The rage, the humiliation in your voice. My last, worst excuse was gone. Oh, Glen. Had she been a
man I never would have touched her. You are the only, only, only man I want.
After a while, I became too drunk, and grew confessional. This was last
night, at the party. People would ask me where I was from and I would tell
them, Oh, I’m homeless just now. My boyfriend locked me out and he’s keeping my things hostage. The people who knew me already knew this story, and
the ones who didn’t weren’t particularly interested in finding out about it—
though everyone was kind, of course they were kind. It takes a hard sort of
person to take swipes at a man whose pulse throbs so close to the surface of
his skin. Robin and Luke don’t associate with hard people, not on purpose at
any rate. Not unless you count me.
It left me strangely rootless, more so even than I have been since you had
the locks changed. I walked around the backyard, drawing attention—he’s so
tall, my God; he’s an over-sharer; I think he’s just going through a rough time
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right now—in a way with which I was not comfortable, and became obsessed,
gradually, with my shirt. It’s a pink button-up thing I bought at Banana Republic with that gift-card you gave me for my birthday. Every morning I awaken on
Robin and Luke’s couch, and take the shirt into the bathroom with me, where
I wash it in the sink with a dollop of laundry soap, and put it on my back, still
wet. It remains damp well into the afternoon, at which time I start feeling like I
need a drink. By dinnertime, either it is dry, or I am drunk enough not to care.
But last night, thoroughly shitfaced, I decided I could no longer do this. At
the very least, the buttons would fall off soon. Without you around, I would
have nobody to sew them back on for me. Also, though night had long since
fallen and the only light in the yard was the flickering of Luke’s fire, I was certain I could see an array of stains on this shirt, mustard and coal and beer and
sweat and the soot of a life poorly lived. And furthermore! Because it was the
shirt I was wearing on Monday, when I went to weep on Robin’s shoulder and
returned home to find that my key did not fit in the lock, it seemed to have
accrued a wealth of unpleasant meanings, significations that lived in the stains
that nobody else seemed to be able to see.
I think I realized that people were not interested in my heartbreak, so I
decided, in conversation, to focus on my shirt. Not obsessively, not weirdly,
just—the injustice, you know, of being left homeless without any clothes. (I
shall refrain, out of deference to your delicate sensibilities, from mentioning
the state of my underwear.) People could get on board with this. It is my experience that people prefer outrage to sadness. There’s a certain pleasure in
outrage; it’s less related to death, or something, than sadness. When I began
telling people about how you were squatting atop my clothes like a hen upon
a golden egg, the looks of pity went away; the palpable desire to escape my
presence, which had been in the aura of every person I’d spoken to all night,
vanished. I realized that Robin and Luke had been avoiding me, because now
they reappeared. Thinking back on it, Robin had been trying to push me in this
direction all week: Can I tell you something, Isaac? I never liked him anyway. Is
that okay to say? I just didn’t. And I don’t think it’s fair the way he’s treating you
now, whatever you did. He’s stealing from you. So now you know that. Dear
Robin, who taught you to pickle tomatoes, who came to see you at all your
opening nights, who named a pair of characters for us in her first published
short story: she never liked you. At least, that’s what she says now, to me, and
I choose to believe it.
As I said before, we were all quite drunk, so I cannot really remember how
this resulted in the three of us—Robin, Luke, and I—abandoning the party to
stagger down to the G train, but it did. There was a lot of serendipity involved.
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Luke knew how to pick a lock, that was important. And his brother was able
to assuage his guilt about abandoning the party by promising to play host.
The train arrived just as we did: can you imagine? That late at night, and the G
train comes screeching into the station just as we do. If we had stood on the
platform for even a few minutes, one of us would almost certainly have sobered up enough to have reservations. But it began to feel like kismet. Robin,
contrary to her usual prudent nature, was the one who really felt this way. She
kept saying, You NEED to do this, Isaac. This is important. I think she was
just glad that I wasn’t spending another night weeping into her shirt.
We got to our building, and it sounded as though we’d brought the party
with us, through the lobby and all the way up the stairs. You know, the number
of times that I complained to you about the people wandering by our door
at all hours, belching and singing and giggling, and I never once considered
how sad they might all be? I stood in judgement from a place of ignorance.
Because, as we neared our door, my giddiness and rage began to seem morbid.
The sounds of our feet echoing through the hallway, Luke’s laugh, Robin’s
cheerleading, my own fulminations: have you ever heard a sound you remembered from childhood, and it made you so terribly sad and nostalgic, so morose
that you could never go back and be a boy and stand on a playground and listen to the tetherball chains clang against their posts on a summer evening, that
you almost felt like jumping from a high place in hopes that lives are like the
universe in microcosm, that they expand and contract continually into infinity,
so that you might be back in your childhood as quickly as possible—instead of
never, ever, ever? Suddenly, the sounds we made, the distant echoes of revelry,
struck me that way. Even as I leaned against the doorjamb and Luke crouched
to apply his tools, I felt as though, perhaps, I might like to rush downstairs and
dash into traffic, so that I would be happy again one day.
And then he was there. I have no memory of the door opening: it’s like it
just disappeared, and suddenly, in its place, was—well, you’ll have to pardon
me, I don’t quite remember his name. We’ve probably met a half-dozen times,
and still I don’t remember it, if ever I did. He remembered mine, though. He
said, “Isaac.” And I remembered seeing him at the opening for—was it—was
it Six Degrees of Separation? God, I only just now realized that that was three
years ago! Were you fucking him even then? Was he one of your boyfriends
that I had to counter with Eduardo? Do you love him? Have you let him use
your handcuffs yet? Is he richer than me? Still employed? Would you believe
me if I said it doesn’t bother me at all that he’s younger than me, or that he’s
black, or any of those things, but that I seem to remember him saying he went
to Yale? DO YOU BELIEVE IT? AM I THAT RIDICULOUS?
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And you know what the worst part of it is, the worst of the worst of the
worst? He was nice to me. I was drunk, barging in at two in the morning with
my drunk friends, and he invited me in and asked me to sit down. On my
couch, of course, in my living room, where he had obviously been fucking
my boyfriend. But he seemed embarrassed. I suppose by me. I suppose he felt
sorry for me. I suppose the two of you have had a conversation in which you
told him all about me and he said you should probably let me back in and have
my clothes.
I did not sit down, as you well know. I ran past him into the bedroom, where
I found you hiding. I suppose I can understand the instinct, but to find you
naked and slid into the corner, as though you hoped some trick of magic or
science might render you a shadow . . . and then you said my name in that small
voice, and perhaps it’s cruel, but that’s why I started to laugh. You seemed in
the moment so utterly like a child, and I so big and old by comparison. Though
why I kept laughing I’m at a bit of a loss to say. I was in the room that you and
I had shared for four years. That’s the longest I’ve lived in one place since I
left high school. Maybe that was it—the joke. The joke was that I felt like I’d
made a home there, and the truth was that all I’d done was piece together the
twigs of a life, a tiny nest in a wobbly tree, in which we’d placed the fragile eggs
of our hearts, only to see them fall. It doesn’t seem that funny to think about
now, but at the time I guess it did. Even as your new boyfriend came in the
room and shoved a couple of shirts into my arms, and said, “I’m sorry,” even
as he was pushing me out, down the hall, through the living room and outside,
where Robin and Luke were already waiting, heads hung like children who had
been caught being naughty, even then I laughed. And as he closed the door in
my face, I heard you call out, once, in a clear and adult voice, “Isaac!”
Didn’t I?
By the time we got back to Robin and Luke’s, all that remained of the party
was the wreckage. The fire smouldered in its pit, beer cans and plastic cups lay
strewn across the grass, which lay trampled and soggy. The temperature had
climbed, though the sun wouldn’t be up for nearly four hours, the way it does
when a heat wave creeps up from the south to suffocate us all. I didn’t cry, you
know. I didn’t cry on the train home or when Luke and Robin went inside to
bed. Not as I lay on the couch sobering, not sleeping. Not when the sun came
up, or when I picked up this notepad and went out to sit in the garbage-strewn
yard in my underwear and write you this letter. And I still haven’t even now,
even as the the rays of the sun radiate through the leaves above me to burn
little red diamonds on my arms.
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I can’t be certain you’ll ever see this. I’m not certain I’ll ever post it; or
that, posted, it will be delivered faithfully; or that, delivered, it will be opened.
To be honest, I can’t imagine you reading it. I can’t imagine you at all. At the
moment, I can’t even hold in my mind an image of your face. I’m sorry. That
seems typical of me. If I remembered you better, none of this would ever have
happened.
There was a minute or two when I thought this was a suicide note. That
was an hour or so ago, when I was writing about approaching your door with
Robin and Luke in tow. Now I’m pretty sure it’s not, but things remain a little
touch-and-go. Maybe it’s a goodbye letter. I should give up hope of retrieving
my things. That’s a form of trying to get my life back, the old one, the one in
which I had a home and a husband and all of those things. I’ll let you have
them. I know none of the clothes will fit you. Perhaps, one day, you can save
up enough to get them altered. I’ll pay the lease on the apartment until it runs
out, I think, and I promise never to come there again. But after that you’re on
your own.
As am I. I’m homeless, you know. Sometimes I think I always was, and I
just didn’t know it. Where to next? Robin and Luke love me, but my welcome
wears thin here. I’ve no idea. I guess I shall begin in this way: I’ll put on one
of my clean shirts. I’ll begin to pick up the mess in this yard. And then? I’m
falling, Glen. I’m flying. I’ll see you someday from far above.
With love,
Isaac
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Marc Vincenz
Wicked Mother Mary

This caterwaul of well-wishers
has you all aflutter
sympathy doesn’t really suit you
you prefer the uninterrupted
the noise that becomes silence
the churn of your own TV
like a laundry machine
the tumble and rattle of soap
operas that never quite end in love
clattering in the clamour of false amour
of diamonds and promises spent and
spending on the wicked
lifesavers in perfect teeth
and time is an anomaly
a spring, a fan fluttering, except
when you cobble yourself together
old leathers sagging, straggling tethered
rolled out to perform miracles—
by the bell—down the hall
in the holy of holies
Sister Bacon on her rosaries
Mother Marys as you sit there
in your solemn grimace
trying to get it all out
the garlic, the whiskies
the endless cups of holy wine, crossed and
fingered, sacrificed in liquid
the blood, the host
the blathered and sanctified
the right upon rites, the unions
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of the blessed, the always
always immortal, the trying
to get it all out and that holy water
chuckling beneath
and when she thumps your chest
like she’s really angry
at someone else, but actually
because you’re forgetting
to breathe, the filling of capillaries
returning carbon dioxide
to its rightful place
you can’t face this, this humiliation
expunging more than once a day
and you close your eyes
pretending you’re crouched
in a tropical rainforest
birds purring in the trees
sunlight slivers piercing leaves
burning the haze
from your eyelids
back in your own room
pillow-propped, sipping lukewarm
milk from a straw, but dying
for a glass of Merlot, a Davidoff cigar
or even a cheroot, you admire
the walls, the goosebumped plaster
speckled in rising nipples
as if you stroke them to attention
and the fan whirring on the ceiling
sounds like the whimper of a woman
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deep in your inner ear when dusk dims
the Sisters are slow to shutter
switch on the lights, you already
know what it will be like
when you’re sunk in, moulting
finally becoming vespers
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Jessica Poli
The Cream Mistress

Here is the girl you don’t love,
naked, walking to buy cream,
crossing roads and airing here
and here, passing wild onions
there in a patch.
A bride in your bed at noon,
she’s waking you like this and
like this, she’s slicing apples in
your kitchen for your children
for their lunches.
Here she is undone under you,
blue dress and parted legs like
this, and like this, thin-skinned,
twisting and arching and there
for your reaping.
Here is your lover you never
love, who crowns you every
evening lying down, her love
falling from the bed, slipping
through floorboards.
Here is this girl bringing you
cream and coffee after waking,
saying Baby I love you, Baby,
in this rhythm that you know,
that you should love, that you
only tolerate.
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Devon Miller-Duggan
The Portaitist

I know it hurts them.
They flinch. They try not to
But even standing behind
When they see for the first time
What I’ve made of them,
I see the shoulders’ brief defensive curl,
The tender nape’s quick jerk.
Which always makes me think of Watteau
Enthralled by the napes of women’s necks,
The columns of tendons protecting the spine,
The ripening flare of the skull,
Escaped tendrils of curls, the gathering
Bundles of their bound-up hair,
Light fiddling with all of it.
“Well, that’s interesting. I had no idea I looked like that,”
The polite ones say. “The way you’ve caught
The curve of my neck and the tension in my fingers—
That’s gorgeous,” the careful ones say.
“Wow. It’s beautiful,” say the liars.
Beautiful’s never been the point.
The mystery and math of animal variation,
The million colors in one human’s skin,
Skin over muscle over bone tendoned and tissued together
Around the history and frets and contracts of mind,
Colors untame and clamoring for the canvas,
Light pushing one surface then another toward my eye,
Lines stretching toward each other and leaning
Against air, and the decisions—this, not that,
This surface, not that stress, this revelation, not that poise,
The point is the sorting, the arrangement,
The choosing, and the rhapsody of seeing
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And recording the thousand tumulting moments
Of sight. Of sight. Of sight.
Then the moment. I turn the canvas,
Set my hands on its edges like a parent turning
An appalled child toward the doctor she fears,
The teacher she dreads, the casketed body of
Some beloved dead. The picture turns
Away from me, leaving me
Stretched on a frame, naked.
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Eleanor Bennett
Bubble Town
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Mason Brown DeHoog
The Pennsylvanian

Pittsburgh — Lewistown — Philadelphia
Power pulls in the first jolt of steel,
inches through switchyard
castles stacked like Lego.
Truck chassis lean headlong,
close as spoons, wait for their hauling
chance across country.
Switchhouses wield axe-sharp brick
quoins, windows corked with plywood.
		
Junked car rims suffer below all
the staghorn sumac in the world.
This morning I’m drunk on Ganado
rugs: Navajo weaves colored like this spattering
eastern autumn:
pines vested with sea urchins’ spine fists,
fractured bone sycamore,
dead on its molted laurels.
Stations serve rough houses fastened to slopes.
Sign of humble letters, jumbled
into a charade of sound
kneaded into the hills distant hump:
ridgeline rides like a sea
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swell of rust at its still apex.
Back in July it was an ocean
threat of green as summers’ quiver-pulse
beat through windows.
		
Now river rocks glow
like terra-cotta jars in an eveningaddled stream, sun-stroked, as if washed out
of a red Roman earth.
Gasoline stations haunt quiet Saturday hills.
A soda billboard sings its silent cheer
to the living at dusk’s fringes—elm, foxglove,
brick, steeple.
*
Even as you conspire, you rise.
Close, you stray often enough evenings,
blend from the day’s final rhythm
to ebbing silence you favor as growth out of blackness
salted with stars becoming light
years then miles, merest feet.
Streetlamps hum an orange shaped song.
Morning’s chance down Camac Alley: puzzled caws,
a caul of yellow leaves, swallows draped in beige dress.
Darling daughter—the moon
of your face has a phase of my own in it.
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Paul Cunningham
Of Lifted Chin

it fell from the sky
a silver tonnage among
the forest saplings
it shines, primeval
drinks in the bleach of the moon
by morning, we touch its core
a warm-intrigue pours, soothes
our beloved silver tonnage
quite reflective, quite
of lifted chin
melodious, our human circle
‘til the tonnage breaks so sudden and the insides come out
a vacuum-core, kill-forming
the saplings, dragged into the vacuum-core
blood shot out of our eyes
so many ignorances
our human circle
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Jessica Poli
Indian Summer

We had our tiny pastrami summer,
all done up in white spiders and crones.
A quick shimmy back into lake-bodies
and beetle-skins. I remember the gypsy
wedding (the bride wore moths,
the gooey melting sugar from the cake).
At home in bed, cupidity and baby fever,
we met at our middles and prayed with our torsos.
A trumpet found us (open window,
the blaring blast, the sweet peal).
In a year, we had our baby,
and the Indian summer passed with
applesauce feedings and miniature fingers,
small cry braided with the neighbor’s horn.
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Ruth Foley
Rest

On Sundays he rests like the rest of us,
the gravedigger, and in February’s Massachusetts
more than that. Monday, he has three
funerals, long black coats streaming
out of long black cars, women picking
their heels through the slush or over
the pocked ice in the morning yellow.
At lunch, he goes home. Someone he loves,
if he’s lucky, is there, asking, How many
today? And how many more?
Two, he says. One more. This is if
he can dig at all. Sometimes he covers
the snow with a grassy green rectangle
pulled up against the stone like a blanket,
like someone is waiting to be tucked in.
When the water starts to run, the gravedigger
comes around again, stands quietly behind
the least comfortable mourner—the one
who came alone, the one who most looks
like she needs to get back to something
important—palming a cigarette and waiting.
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Eleanor Bennett
Print and Wing
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William Haas
Fire Blossom

Sweat beads dribbled onto Greg Anderson’s to-do list. He read the remaining items—Japanese home, love motel—and his pinky dabbed the creased
paper, blurring the blue-inked words. After patting his forehead, he folded the
handkerchief he had carried since learning the custom. He sat on a concrete
planter in the middle of Jusco’s parking lot, engulfed by sweltering asphalt. In
the sump of the rainy season, he had received a phone call from his father. The
job could not wait another year. As a result, Greg had made a mad dash to finish his to-do list, dividing his weekends between the Tokaido Bullet Train and
less elegant local lines, checking off every temple between Tokyo and Kyoto
in what might go down as the sweatiest summer on record. For cultural insight
he relied on Hanae Okamura, who was running late as usual. She planned to
take him to the fireworks festival, but first to her family’s home for lunch. He
looked forward to the food but blanched at meeting her family, as the Japanese
were so serious. Nerves notwithstanding, his to-do list could not wait.
When Hanae finally drove up, he folded the list and stuffed it in his pocket.
In the Celica, she caressed his elbow and leaned in to whisper, “Konnichwa,” the
scent of spearmint-eucalyptus wrapping her like a rain cloud. Greg was thankful the air conditioner dispelled the damp heat; he could not know how grateful Hanae was to show not even a drop of sweat on her upper lip. He gazed
out the windshield at a red Meitetsu train as it sped toward Nagoya through
interlocking suburbs of blue-tile roofs. Away from the city’s center, foot traffic
thinned until bicycle shops and tonkatsu restaurants abutted the road. Soon
the city itself peeled away, every inch of undeveloped space filled with lush
green rice stalks whipping in the Pacific breeze.
“Gomen ne,” Greg responded. “I wasn’t paying attention.”
“Baka, demo you are very kawaii, so you are excused.” Hanae ran her hand
through his hair. “I asked if you are looking forward to the fireworks tonight.”
Greg nodded.
“The most romantic event of the summer, the fireworks. This winter, we’ll
go to Nagoya to see the Christmas lights.”
“I won’t be here for Christmas.” Greg shifted to English. Although he mi50

nored in Japanese and insisted on speaking it in public, English gave him control over private conversations.
“Visiting your family?”
“I’m going home at the end of summer.”
Her head had a way of tilting back and forth when she was puzzled. She
gripped the steering wheel with her left hand, scratching her knuckles with a
long fingernail. At a twisted plum tree, she parked the Celica along a narrow
road. At the Okamura home’s entryway, Hanae lifted the blue cotton curtain
and gestured for Greg to enter. Beneath the curtain her skin seemed a shadow
on ivory, chestnut hair clinging in damp strands to pink cheeks.
“Ojamashimasu.” Greg excused himself for invading the Okamura’s space.
He removed his loafers, stepped past a display of hydrangea, and tapped his
pocket to remind himself to cross Japanese home from his list.
“Tadaima.” Hanae announced their presence, sliding open the living room’s
glass door. The Sony flat screen was tuned to baseball. “I’m home,” Hanae
repeated, this time louder than the television. Her mother peeked around the
corner. She disappeared for a moment then entered the living room, drying
hands on apron. She was shorter than her daughter, black hair permed and
cropped just beneath the ears. She lifted her eyebrows and tilted her head.
“Hajimemashite. Okamura desu.” She smiled, bowed, and offered her hand to
shake.
“Hajimemashite. Guregu Andaasan desu,” he said, towering above her.
“Kawaii desu ne.” Okamura-san said, pacing around him, still cradling his
hand. “He’s very cute. What’s his name?”
“Gu-re-gu.” Hanae converted it into the Japanese syllabary.
“Can Guregu-san speak Japanese?”
“Yes, I can.”
Okamura-san repeated his name as she shuffled back to the kitchen.
“Please have a seat, Guregu-san,” Hanae said, gesturing toward the leather
couch. “Okaasan wants me to help with lunch.”
Above the couch, a picture window displayed a small orchard. Wandering
among the gnarled yuzu trees was an old woman, stooped at the waist, head
wrapped in a rag. Greg sat and turned his attention to baseball on television.
He was surprised to see the hometown Chunichi Dragons ahead 2-0 in the
seventh inning. Nakamura-sensei, the baseball coach at Asanaka Senior High
School, had insisted the Yomiuri Giants would handily defeat Nagoya’s struggling team. Bamboo tray in hand, Hanae returned from the kitchen. She arranged on the table a pitcher of iced barley tea, a single cup, and a handful of
senbei crackers. She crouched as she poured the tea.
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“It’s so hot in the kitchen, but this room is nice. Okaasan turned on the
cooler just for you.”
She patted Greg’s hand before returning to the kitchen. He drained the tea
in a single motion and poured himself another before ripping the cellophane
off a senbei, feeling the cracker’s stickiness between his fingers. As he chewed,
the front door opened, and he heard a lilting voice say, “Tadaima.” A schoolgirl
darkened the doorway. As she bent low to pick up a senbei, the scarf from her
sailor uniform swept the table. When she noticed the visitor, she froze, covered mouth with palm. After a moment the girl rolled to her toe tips, her calves
sheathed in loose knee socks.
“Naisu to meechoo,” she recited, blinking at the ceiling. “My neimu is Yuko,”
“Nice to meet you, too,” he said in the measured voice he used for pronunciation drills at school. “My name is Greg. How are you today?”
“I’m fine, sank you. Ando you?”
“I’m fine, thank you.”
“Don’t you speaku wiz me Engrish?” Yuko asked, biting her bottom lip.
“Yes, let’s.”
Yuko clapped her hands and smiled. She handed him a senbei and unwrapped one for herself. Hanae entered again, balancing four plates of sashimi.
“I see you’ve met my little sister,” Hanae said.
“Oneesan.” Yuko called Hanae elder sister. “Gibu me cup. I want to drinku
mugicha. . . dou iu kanaa. . . tea.”
“Can she speak English well?” Hanae asked.
“Yes, very good.”
“I speaku Engrish beri beri goodo. Now cup onegaishimasu.” Yuko flashed
Greg a smile.
“Yuko-chan, tetsudatte. Help me set the table.”
“Bye-bee,” Yuko said and scooted into the kitchen.
Hanae sat beside Greg on the couch. She kissed his cheek. He snatched her
waist, set her off balance, and kissed her full on the lips. She wriggled out of
his grip and smoothed her skirt with a brisk wipe of the palms before returning to the kitchen. Soon the kotatsu table was full. Plates held pickled vegetables
in blue, green, and jasmine. Maguro and ika sashimi rested on coils of shredded daikon. In the table’s center was a large bowl of somen noodles in ice
water. Hanae and Yuko sat cross-legged on the floor. Greg slid off the couch
and tried to fold his long legs without jarring the table. On the television the
Giants sent a runner home, bringing the score to 2-1.
“Eighth inning,” Okamura-san said. “Ganbatte Dragons.”
“Itadakimasu,” said Yuko. She plunged her chopsticks into the bowl of
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somen.
“In Japan it is polite to slurp,” said Okamura-san. Her daughters laughed as
she simulated the proper, sloppy sound. “Douzo. Please eat.”
The somen slipped from his chopsticks, splashing ice water onto the table.
“Do you have any waribashi?” he asked.
Okamura-san nodded. She went to the kitchen and returned with disposable chopsticks. She unwrapped the white paper. “It’s easier to eat somen with
waribashi.”
“I know. That’s why I asked for them.”
“Can he eat sashimi?” Okamura-san asked, settling into her seat.
“Of course, Okaasan.”
“Does he go to Gifu University?”
“I work at Asanaka Senior High School in Ogaki City.” Greg spoke before
Hanae had a chance to answer for him.
“English sensei?” Eyelids lowered, Okamura-san spoke while chewing.
“He’s an AET,” Hanae said.
“Heh?”
“Assistant English teacher.”
“Does he like teaching?” Okamura-san asked.
“Yes, I do.”
Yuko asked, “You like Japan?”
“Yes.”
“You stay Japan?”
“I’ll return to America at the end of the summer.” Greg wiped his lip on
the back of his hand.
“You won’t teach another year?” Okamura-san spoke too quickly for Greg
to follow. Hanae stared into her rice bowl.
“It’s cold in here,” Hanae said. A white ribbon of flaked skin appeared as
she scratched her knuckle. On her way to the kitchen, she turned off the air
conditioner and asked, “Hot tea, anyone?”
Yuko slurped her somen. Greg watched the baseball game and ate in silence. Two outs in the top of the ninth and Inagaki got a base hit for Yomiuri.
Miller, the Giants’ foreign slugger, approached the plate. He cracked the ball
across the left-field wall, giving the Giants a 3-2 lead.
Hanae returned with a tea pot.
“Atsui,” whined Yuko. “It’s hot.”
Okamura-san spoke little for the rest of the meal. She watched the television intently through the bottom of the ninth inning as the Giants’ closer
dispatched the home team’s three hitters. The Dragons lost.
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“Work harder next time.” Okamura-san pumped her fist in defeat.
“Your mother likes baseball a lot,” Greg said in English.
“She and my father love baseball. They had tickets to this game, but Okaasan made this meal to honor your visit.”
Greg enjoyed the festive atmosphere inside Gifu Station as each arriving
train released its passengers into the crowd. Gone were the school uniforms.
Boys sported Bathing Ape t-shirts over jeans. Girls wore colorful summer
yukata with slatted geta on their feet. Pretending not to watch themselves in
the wall-length mirror, a crew of high school boys breakdanced to Eurobeat.
Nearby, girls giggled and shared a bottle of green tea. A salaryman, Italian tie
pinching his sweat-stained neck, glanced at the kids with contempt. Office
ladies walked in threes, pastel blouses unbuttoned at the collars, covering their
laughter with open palms.
Past the fountain, they joined the stream of people flowing toward the
Nagara River, Hanae clutching Greg’s elbow. He was happy to have a girl on
his arm. They had met on a snowy night at a gaijin bar called Secrets. A plain
face, Hanae sat at the only empty table and sipped vodka cranberry while her
adorable friends sang the latest Hamasaki Ayumi song in karaoke. Melting
snowflakes dotted her hair. A pair of drunken Englishmen—arm-in-arm singing the Tottenham Hotspurs fight song—bumped her table and spilled half
a glass of Kirin Lager on her slacks. They tumbled toward the bar and demanded a refill. Greg told them to apologize. One turned and yelled across the
room, “Sorry, lass. Didn’t see you there.” Hanae smiled, clearly ashamed. This
could be his opening. He’d managed quite well in checking the Lonely Planet
highlights off his to-do list. He’d visited the Temple of the Golden Pavilion;
the Genbakudomu in Hiroshima; Shibuya, Harajuku, Nakameguro. He’d eaten
a trawler full of sashimi, osechiryori at New Year’s, and had even tried fugu.
He’d gone to a sumo match and kabuki play, read the manga Slam Dunk in Japanese, and even sent a postcard home from the top of Mt. Fuji. The personally
important items, though, had posed greater difficulty. Half a year in Japan and
he had found no girlfriend. He approached Hanae, offered his handkerchief,
made small talk. When the other girls sashayed up in their miniskirts, he invited
them to cap the night at Bar Leon. In unison, her friends pulled tight their fur
collars. Hanae politely declined the invitation. She placed his handkerchief in
her purse. “I’ll launder it,” she said and took his phone number.
Now he wiped that handkerchief across the back of his neck. He and Hanae strolled past Parco. Young men in Comme Ça Du Mode suits struck James
Dean poses, smoke trailing from their Lucky Sevens. The crowd surged past
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Mister Donut, Starbucks, and Mos Burger. Hanae held tightly Greg’s hand.
Only now, as he prepared to leave, did he feel at home in Japan.
“Fireworks with my boyfriend. It’s so romantic.”
“I’ve never seen so many people in Gifu,” Greg said. “It’s like Shinjuku
station.”
“The river is pretty far. Should we take the bus?”
When Hanae stopped to await Greg’s answer, the crowd parted like water
around a river rock. He watched as a packed bus pulled away from the curb.
“They look pretty crowded,” he said. “Walking’s more romantic, don’t you
think?”
Hanae smiled, held his hand in both of hers and they walked again. She
wanted to stop at Love Family. As Greg opened the door to the air-conditioned
store, someone yelled in English: “Greg Anderson, what’s up?” He turned to
see Trevor Douglas, a Japanophile who believed that teaching English at a
cram school, finding a Japanese girlfriend, and knowing the plot line for every
episode of Cowboy Bebop would land him permanent residence. Trevor’s head
floated across the crowd toward Greg.
“I’ll meet you inside,” Hanae said. She entered the store and Greg let the
door fall shut.
“First time for the fireworks?” Trevor asked.
“A year ago I was staying with college buddies in a cabin near Cannon
Beach.”
“You’re in for a treat,” Trevor said. “You missed a sweet party at the river
today.”
“Went to Hanae’s for lunch.”
“She lives with her parents?”
Greg nodded.
“You gonna marry the poor girl?”
“Not planning to.”
“Did you land at Narita yesterday? You don’t meet the parents over here
unless you’re looking to get married.”
“Hanae’s different.”
“How so?”
“She’s not so traditional. She doesn’t care.”
“They all care,” Trevor said, looking across the street. “Speaking of marriage, Noriko’s parents just gave us the blessing. She’s gonna make an honest
man out of me.”
As if on cue, Noriko appeared, holding at chin level an order of takoyaki.
She was way too attractive for Trevor. “Hello, Greg,” she said as she pressed
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a bite-sized takoyaki into Trevor’s mouth. She said something in Japanese that
Greg could not catch. With her pinky, she dabbed the extra sauce from Trevor’s lips and cleaned her finger with a kiss. Trevor looked only at Noriko. It was
as if Greg were not standing on the sidewalk next to them.
“Look, Hanae’s waiting for me in the store.”
Lips together as he chewed, Trevor waved. He and Noriko faded into the
crowd. Greg entered Love Family and found Hanae admiring an elegant bed.
She held her Kate Spade handbag in the crook of her elbow.
“How’s Trevor?” she asked.
“He and Noriko are getting married,” Greg said, picking up a glossy catalogue.
“That’s wonderful.” She walked the narrow aisle a few steps ahead of Greg,
sliding her fingers along the armrest of a citron yellow Swedish chair. “Maybe
someday we can have nice furniture like this.”
Greg flipped through the catalogue.
“Nnnn.” Hanae draped her thin index finger over the catalogue’s spine, a
white line visible where she had earlier scratched the knuckle. Greg looked up.
Her bottom lip jutted into a pout as she fluttered her eyelids. She covered her
knuckle and released the catalogue. “Remember Chiharu?”
How could he forget a woman as beautiful as Chiharu?
“It must be wedding season. She’s getting married, too.”
“Daisuke finally asked her to marry him?”
“He never wanted to get married. He’s a doctor, Chiharu’s fiancé.”
“A doctor? She’s trading up?” Daisuke worked for Seino Niku, a beef importer—a solid but unglamorous job.
“Don’t be like that. Daisuke cheated on her.” She returned to the shelf the
tea pot she had been examining. She started toward the door, speaking over
her shoulder. “We’ve been invited to the wedding, but it’s not till the end of
summer. I guess you won’t be here.”
They left the store without buying anything. Outside, the muggy air wrapped
around them like a drenched towel. Vendors had set up along the sidewalk. A
man in a sweat-drenched suit bowed and handed Hanae a fan printed with an
advertisement for NTT-DoCoMo. Immediately she fanned Greg. The sweat
chilled on his skin. He waited a moment before he took the fan and returned
the favor.
“Yasashii. You are so nice, Greg-chan.”
He thought he saw her shiver. He took several steps, moving slowly with the
crowd, and said, “I was nervous today.”
“Nervous?”
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“About meeting your family.”
“They liked you.”
“I liked them. Your mother was very kind. Your sister, too. I was relieved,
though, that your father was at work.”
He continued to fan her.
“He’s a simple man.” She grabbed the fan and deposited it in her handbag
as if she were embarrassed to have Greg lavish such attention on her. “He’d
like you once he got to know you.”
“Fathers don’t like boyfriends. They protect their daughters. I know I
would.”
“My father takes care of me.” Hanae rummaged around her Kate Spade
handbag until she found her phone and read the message. Greg had bought
her that handbag. Never had he spent forty thousand yen on a piece of apparel. Add to that the dinners, flowers, and various articles of clothing he had
given her, and a case could be made that he had taken care of her, too.
Atop a western summit, Gifu Castle went black, and shadows stretched
to the vanishing point. As they neared the Nagara River, Greg guided Hanae
down a windy road where foot traffic cut a thin channel between vendors and
the crowd lounging on Hello Kitty mats, drinking Asahi Dry and Ramune.
Orange paper lanterns hung from dango and takoyaki stalls. Greg’s eyes followed a pretty girl. To distract him, Hanae bought a shaved ice. She squeezed
his cheeks, holding his gaze on her, and hand-fed him the mango-flavored ice.
Her fingers smelled of the spearmint-eucalyptus lotion she had bought on her
graduation trip to San Francisco. An orange stream dribbled along his chin.
“Just like a cute little boy.” She patted his chin and returned the handkerchief to the handbag.
Hanae and Greg settled on a footbridge spanning a Nagara River tributary.
She stood at the railing. Greg pressed behind her, arms wrapped around her
waist. The fireworks began to pop overhead. The navy-black sky erupted in
splashes of color. A trail of saffron sparks followed a red flash. A white flare
dissolved in the damp darkness.
“It’s more beautiful than I imagined,” he said.
The air boiled, sputtering red, aqua, and yellow as explosions pierced the
sky.
Hanae turned to Greg, grabbed him by the waist and rotated him against
the railing, so he faced her, not the fireworks. He watched her pupils flicker
blue then turquoise. Darkness veiled her eyes between flashes. The two were
invisible to the crowd except when the color washed over them. Greg looked
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past her to the reflected sparkles rippling on the stream below. He sensed her
gaze.
“Sorry,” he said.
“About what?”
“I should have told you in the car. I was waiting for the right time.”
“Right time for what?”
Her feigned ignorance annoyed Greg. She was going to make him say it.
“I should have told you about returning to the States.”
“Let’s just enjoy the fireworks”
“But.”
“Shhh.”
“How long do the fireworks last?” Greg asked.
“Late into the night.”
“In America they last about a half hour.”
She stroked the inside of his wrist. “In Japan everything lasts longer.”
*
On the train ride to Minamijuku Station, Hanae lay her head on Greg’s shoulder. She peered through their reflections, as the fireworks shrunk into tiny fire
blossoms over the rice paddies, and she drifted into sleep. When the train came
in the station, Greg shook her awake. The Celica was the only car left in the
unlit parking lot. She drove him home along the neon-lit Route 21, where the
sign for Hotel Aqua featured a whale submerged blowhole to belly in an oval
of water.
“Hotel Aqua?” Greg asked.
“A love motel.”
“Have you ever gone to a love motel?”
“Don’t be silly. We’ve never gone.”
“I asked if you’d ever been to one.”
“Never.” She puckered her lips like a pouting child. “What kind of girl do
you think I am?”
“Just once I’d love to go.”
Without warning, Hanae pulled into the parking lot for Hotel Christmas.
Either that or she had to drive him home. Greg lived in a teachers’ apartment block, but she could not go there at this hour. She had spent the night
just once. The next morning she had found her way obstructed by a compact
man in tortoise-shell glasses. Muscular forearms crossed over chest, he asked,
“Have you no shame?” She stared at her sandals. She tried to step around, but
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he blocked her. “How can a teacher set a moral standard for students when he
lives like Guregu-san? How old are you?” She whispered, “twenty-seven.” He
shook his head, “twenty-seven and unmarried.” She pushed past. The patter
of footsteps resonated in the concrete stairwell. She heard him mutter, “Your
father ought to lock you in an icebox. After twenty-seven years even the sweetest cake goes stale.”
Hotel Christmas’ fluorescent lights charged the humid air. In the foyer a
glowing board featured pictures and prices of available rooms. Greg selected
the cheapest. They followed the flashing lights lining the deodorized corridor.
The room was large with a detached bathroom and a blinking Christmas tree.
Hanae placed her handbag on the table, fished around in it for lip gloss.
“There’s even a karaoke machine,” Greg said, holding the microphone to
his lips.
Hanae sat on the couch, applied the gloss, quietly smacked her lips. Greg
opened the refrigerator, uncorked a bottle of champagne, and poured two
glasses. “No thank you,” Hanae said. Greg drank one, and sat beside her, the
other glass in hand.
“I’m chilly,” she said
Greg crossed to the air conditioner. He twisted the knob to no effect. He
gave it a swift kick, but it continued to run.
“Broken,” he said.
“I thought that you wanted to stay with me in Japan.”
“Of course, I want to stay with you.” He draped an arm around her. “But
I’ve got to think about my future.”
“I thought we had plans together.” She twisted out of his embrace.
“I’ll work at my father’s company.”
“Why didn’t you tell me?”
“It’s competitive. Being his son is no guarantee. I didn’t want to get your
hopes up, in case I didn’t get it.”
“I thought you knew about my hopes.” Her shoulders wilted as she stared
at the Christmas tree. “I could come to America with you.”
“I’ll be entry level, barely able to support myself.”
“I could get a job. I could support you.”
“A job?”
“As a translator, like here.”
“There’s not much call for English to Japanese translators in Salem, Oregon. Besides, I’ll be living with my parents.”
Hanae’s hands clasped over her coral skirt. She scratched her knuckle into
white, tearing the skin. Two blood bubbles seeped to the surface. She imagined
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her skin covered in frost, wondered if the blood were warm enough to melt it.
“I’m going to get fresh.”
Alone in the bathroom, she turned on the faucet, rinsed the blood from
her knuckle, and hoped the water’s sound concealed her sobs. She undressed,
stacking her shirt and skirt on the shelf outside, laying her bra and panties
on top. She turned the shower on hot, passed the wand over her body. Her
skin reddened yet she shivered. The water pooling by the drain reminded her
of the rainy season when her boss humiliated her. He asked her to entertain
an American businessman whose contract could help the company. She accompanied the boss, the American, and several high-ranking men to dinner.
Outside the women’s restroom, the businessman was waiting for her, smiling
in that casual American way. He asked her to sneak off to a whiskey bar. He
winked, gestured with an open palm. Back in the banquet room, she spilled
a glass of beer on her skirt. She blushed, afraid of eye contact with anyone,
and dashed out of the restaurant. She huddled in a grimy stairwell and called
Greg’s cell phone. To her surprise, he came immediately. When the rain had let
up, they biked toward her home. Street lights were scarce in the rice paddies.
Her bicycle’s lamp flickered, and Greg was a pale ghost floating before her.
Frogs croaked. Rain began to fall in sheets. They took cover in a small shrine
where locals collected water. They did not talk, but listened. Rain rolled off the
roof. Water dripped into black puddles. The frogs sang in an invisible chorus.
For those precious moments of refuge from the rain, she stepped outside her
responsibilities, outside her body, outside Japan. That night she went to his
apartment, the first time she had ever been alone with a man.
And now, just like that, he would return to America. The hot water buffetted her goosebumps. She turned off the shower and filled the bath. She wiped
away the mirror’s condensation, held her face close to the reflection, and stared
until her eyes were no longer red and puffy. Composed, she stuck her head out
the bathroom door.
“Aren’t you coming in?”
Greg stood in the doorway. Hanae glanced over her glistening shoulder. In
the steam her cheeks were pink and healthy. She dropped the towel, entered
the water slowly, showing the curve along her back. He left his clothes in a pile
on the floor. He was about to jump into the bath, but Hanae scolded him to
rinse off. Under the shower, the water drew his hair into brown strands. After
lathering and rinsing, he slid into the bath behind her. She leaned back and
kissed his chin. He reached down her rib cage, past the white fold of her belly,
and said, “Let’s go to the bed.”
She tried to towel off, but he lifted her out of wet footprints. Already a chill
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overcame her. She allowed him to carry her to the bed where he pressed her
dripping body into the sheets. He found a condom beneath the pillow.
“How did you know that was under the pillow?” she asked.
His kiss crushed her lips into silence. He climbed onto her. She sighed,
more forced than sensual, and he thrust. He seemed impossibly large above
her. Body tense. Jaw clenched. Collar bone stark and curved. His sweat dripped
hot on her cool skin. Droplets fell from her eyelashes to her cheeks. Her lips
parted. A pulse beat through the vein on her neck. He squeezed her as he
came. On the damp, white sheet, he lay facing the wall.
The air conditioner murmured.
“Do you remember the night we met?” She was curled against him. She
kissed his neck but could not see his eyes. She loosened the blanket from the
side of the bed, draped it across her shivering body. “After those men spilled
their beer, you gave me your handkerchief.”
She waited for him to say, and then you took it home along with my number. Since
you called me, we’ve been inseparable. But Greg was like her father. Sometimes he
preferred silence.
“It was a snowy night,” Hanae said. “Secrets was on the roof. Remember
how the clear tarp covered the balcony? Snowflakes battered the plastic and
melted into water drops. The city lights blurred like damp fireworks.”
Hanae listened to Greg’s breathing and lifted her head to look at his face.
He had drifted into sleep. The sweat on his temples blinked with the Christmas tree lights. As she clung to him for warmth, she remembered a late snow
storm. Frost had wrapped the buds on on her family’s yuzu trees, killing that
year’s crop.
“Won’t you miss me?” Hanae whispered. “Won’t you miss this?”
She sat up, so his head lay on her lap. She ran her fingers through his wet
hair and watched their bodies in the distant mirror. Her cold, naked body
disgusted her. She’d saved it for a man she loved and now he was leaving. She
wrapped the blanket around her shoulders, and her body disappeared.
“Okite.” She shoved Greg’s head.
“I’m awake.” He clawed his way out from under the blanket but did not
look at her.
“Hakujoo shinakereba narimasen.”
“In English, please.”
“I thought you liked speaking Japanese.”
“I’m tired.”
“Trevor speaks very good Japanese. I’ll bet he never tires of it.” She looked
in the mirror for any sign she affected him. “I have to admit.”
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“Admit what?”
“What’s the word? In the movies someone talks to the priest. They are
alone in a room and they admit what they’ve done.”
“Make a confession, you mean?”
The mirror reflected her blank face. She had learned at an early age to freeze
her sadness like a glacier.
“I must make a confession. Remember when we escaped the rain in that
shrine?”
“The night your boss expected you to entertain that creepy American?”
In the mirror she saw him shake his head. Her face remained expressionless, even as the blood froze in her veins.
“You rescued me,” she said.
“What are friends for?”
If a climatologist examined a cylinder of ice extracted from deep within
her, he could not detect a trace of emotion.
“I didn’t tell you the whole story. I’d been with him the night before. He
walked me to the train station, and I invited him for a drink. I told myself it
was to practice my English. One thing led to another, and he took me to a love
motel. The next day I was so ashamed to see him.”
She waited for the rage. A Japanese man would rage. Greg sat up, tossed the
blanket off his body, and spun his back to Hanae. His bare feet touched the
cold floor. He kicked the air conditioner, but it chugged on. It would be easier
if he just hit her.
“I was afraid if I saw him again, I would fall in love. I loved everything
about him. He was informal, full of life, without a care. He said he’d take me
to San Francisco.”
“You believed that line?” Greg drank the champagne directly from the bottle as mist billowed from the open refrigerator. “Would you believe any line a
man fed you?”
“I knew you were a good man the night you gave me your handkerchief.
My father would never show such public kindness to my mother.” Hanae inspected the scab on her knuckle. She quivered beneath the blanket. “I know
you’ve a list. All the things you want to do in Japan.”
“It’s nothing, really.”
“Noriko told me about it. Were fireworks on the list?”
Greg raised his eyebrows and shook his head.
“What else is missing from your list? I wonder what I could have shown
you.”
He knocked shut the refrigerator door.
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“Was I on that list?”
Hanae parked behind her father’s car and stared for a long time at the lamp
burning in Yuko’s window. “Tadaima,” she said when she finally entered the
house. Her father sat cross-legged watching the baseball highlights. A tie hung
loosely around his neck. A breeze from the open window swirled the smoke
from his cigarette. On the kotatsu table sat an empty rice bowl and a rectangular
dish holding the skeletal remains of two ayu fish.
“Dragons lost,” her father said, his gaze never leaving the television.
Hanae entered the kitchen. She scooped some rice into a bowl and searched
through the refrigerator for pickled eggplant and ayu. She carried her dinner
into the living room and sat beside her father.
“You missed the fireworks,” she said.
“Had to work.”
Despite having little appetite, she nibbled a cold pickle.
“You went with a boy?” her father asked.
“Yes.”
“Gaijin?”
“Gaikokujin.” She used the more polite term for foreigner.
“He returns to America soon?”
She looked out the window at the darkened orchard. The living room light
glanced off the yuzu tree closest to the house. She saw a wrinkled fruit the
old woman had overlooked. It was dying on the branch. Hanae left her food
untouched.
Her father crushed his cigarette in the fish bones and went to bed.
She gathered the plates into the kitchen. She flipped the switch on the water
heater. When the sink was full, she submerged her hands until the heat cocooned her fingers and surged into her veins. Her forearms thawed like April
icicles. She ached to melt into a puddle and trickle out the orchard-side door, to
drain into the Nagara. She imagined evaporating into a cumulus cloud, getting
swept into the jet stream, and drizzling onto Golden Gate Park, wrapping as
fog around Coit Tower.
Yuko bounded into the kitchen. She wore pink pajamas.
“Oneesan, did you enjoy the hanabi?”
Hanae looked at the dishes in the sink and removed her arms from the water. Immediately her fingertips chilled.
“How do you say hanabi in English?” Yuko asked. “Fire blossom?”
“Hanabi is fireworks.”
“Faiyawaakusu.” Yuko did not look at Hanae’s pursed smile, but repeated the
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word quietly. “Did you enjoy faiyawaakusu with Guregu-san?”
“They were beautiful.” Hanae covered the scab on her knuckle.
“Guregu-san is very nice.” Yuko’s smile was carefree. “When he returns
from America, let’s all go to the faiyawaakusu together.”
“Yes, let’s.”
Yuko opened the fridge for a Yakult drink. She poked her finger through
the foil cover and offered it to her sister. Hanae shook her head. Yuko swallowed the contents and tossed the container in the garbage.
“Oyasumi,” she said and went to bed.
Hanae wrapped her dinner in plastic and placed the uneaten fish in the refrigerator. She thought of the words fire blossom. Unlike a typical flower, a fire
blossom requires no water and no care. Light a match, and it blooms in a hot
second before scattering as ashes across the earth. No need to collect the seeds
nor to preserve it through winter. The moment it blooms, it’s dead.
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